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Introduction to
Clerkships

The duties and functions of a judicial
law clerk are determined by the
employing judge.

In most chambers, law clerks focus on
research, analysis, and writing. This
includes drafting memoranda and court
opinions, proofreading, and cite checking.

Sometimes, a law clerk may be required
to perform administrative tasks as well.
These could include processing incoming
mail, filing, managing the docket, keeping
a judge’s calendar, scheduling meetings
and conferences, assisting with materials
for CLE programs or presentations, and
answering  the telephone.

The benefits of a clerkship are
numerous.
o Unparalleled access to and knowledge
about the judicial process
o A lifelong mentorship with your judge
o Working on cases with real life
consequences
o Can provide a significant edge in the
legal job market
o Sharpens your legal analysis, reasoning,
research, and writing skills
o Exposes you to a wide array of legal
issues, which can help determine what
type of law you want to practice
o An opportunity to network with
practicing attorneys and other legal
professionals

A judicial clerkship is one of the most
prestigious and invaluable experiences
available for a law school graduate. 
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This position involves working for a judge for

an indefinite period of time. Career Clerks

often assume more administrative and

supervisory duties including supervising term

clerks. These positions require more

experience than term clerk positions. Many

magistrate and state court judges only hire

career clerks. 

This is the most common type of clerkship .

These positions involve working for a judge

for a specific term, generally one to two

years.

Staff attorney positions are usually found at

the appellate level. There is a robust training

program for Staff attorney positions. Their

duties can vary from circuit to circuit.

Staff Attorneys are not assigned to a

specific judge, but work for the court

generally. They work primarily with senior or

supervising staff attorneys and have less

interaction with judges. Some Circuit Court

Judges hire term clerks from the Staff

Attorney's office. 

Types of
Clerkships

Term Clerkships

Career Clerkships

Staff Attorney
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Federal Court of Appeals
There are 13 Court of Appeals
Circuits. Most judges in the
Court of Appeals hire 3-4 term
clerks. Prior clerkship experience
is often preferred. 

Federal District Courts
There are 94 federal district
courts. Clerkships in these courts
are particularly competitive in
major metropolitan areas
(Atlanta, Chicago, D.C., New
York, etc.). Most judges hire 2-3
term clerks.  

FEDERAL

WHAT ARE THE
DIFFERENCES
AMONG THE
COURTS?

United States Supreme Court
Clerkships in the Supreme Court
are the most competitive and
prestigious. Previous clerkship
experience is required to obtain
a clerkship in the U.S. Supreme
Court. Some Court of Appeals
and District court judges are
"feeder" judges to the Supreme
Court.

Federal Magistrate Courts
Magistrate Judges are
appointed by District Court
judges and serve eight-year
terms. Magistrate judge duties
can vary by court, but they
mainly handle pre-trial matters
and trials for petty offenders.
These courts are fast-paced and
litigation focused, thus ideal for
prospective litigators. 

Federal Bankruptcy Courts
Bankruptcy Judges typically hire
one term clerk. This clerkship is
ideal for graduates looking to
practice in the areas of
bankruptcy, tax, or transactional
law.  Service on the Emory
Bankruptcy Developments
Journal (EBDJ) is a plus when
applying to a bankruptcy court.

.

Specialized Courts and
Administrative Agencies
Specialized courts include the
Court of International Trade,
Court of Federal Claims, Tax
Court, Court of Appeals for the
Armed Forces and Court of
Veterans Appeals (most are
located in D.C.). Federal
agencies also have
Administrative Law Judges.
Evidence of interest in the
subject matter is helpful. 
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STATE
Highest State Court (usually
the State Supreme Court)
This is the court of last resort for
important issues of state
common law, interpreting state
statutes, and state constitutional
law. Not all State Supreme
Courts hire term clerks.  The
Selection process is highly
competitive. 

Intermediate Appellate Courts
These courts are a great option for
students interested in appellate
law. These positions often are less
competitive than state supreme
court and federal clerkships. Not all
of these courts hire term clerks.
Many have career clerks or staff
attorneys. 

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS
AND FOREIGN COURTS

These courts offer an
opportunity to work in a foreign
setting and gain clerkship
experience. This opportunity is
good for those interest in
specific issues that the court
may specialize in. 
The Yale Law School
International Clerkship Guide is
an excellent resource for these
opportunities. 

State Trial Courts
These courts are often fast-
paced. Clerkships in these courts
are great for future prosecutors,
public defenders and other
litigators. There is a unique
opportunity for contact with
members of the bar. Not all
state trial courts hire term clerks.  

Specialized State Courts
Some states have courts that
handle probate, family, juvenile
business or environmental
matters. These courts provide an
opportunity to focus in a
particular area of the law and
build a network with
practitioners in the field. 
See our separate guide
regarding Business Courts.  
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See the Vermont Guide for information by state. Email lawclerkships@emory.edu for login
credentials.

https://law.yale.edu/sites/default/files/area/department/cdo/document/cdo_international_tribunals_public.pdf
https://secure.vermontlaw.edu/career/guides/


Trial or appellate
court

Trial Courts
Trial Courts are fast paced and

more time sensitive. Trial courts

focus on litigation-related tasks.

This includes: broad exposure to

various stages of litigation

(discovery, dispositive motions,

trials), research and drafting trial

memoranda, attending hearings

and trials (including discovery

disputes and settlement

conferences), and writing jury

instructions. Daily work includes

recordkeeping and other

administrative tasks.

Appellate Courts
Clerkships in appellate courts

involve a focus on intensive

research and writing. Therefore,

there may be less time spent in

the courtroom. Tasks include:

research/ drafting memoranda

on issues raised for appeal,

drafting opinions, reading briefs,

reviewing records, and attending

oral arguments. Since panels of

judges sit for cases, clerks work

with clerks from other chambers. 

Which court is best for you?
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COMPENSATION
AND BENEFITS

The Judicial Salary Plan provides

salary coverage for judicial law

clerks. Rates vary based on the

locality, grade, and step. You can

find more information on salary and

benefits here. 

The Vermont Guide to State Court

Clerkships provides information for

salary and benefits in all 50 states,

D.C. and Puerto Rico. 

Email lawclerkships@emory.edu for

confidential login information.

FEDERAL

STATE
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citizenship requirements

A U.S. citizen;
A person who owes allegiance to the U.S.
(i.e. nationals of American Samoa,
Swains Island and the Northern Mariana
Islands, or nationals who meet other
requirements described in 8 U.S.C. 1408); 
A person admitted as a refugee or
granted asylum who has filed a
declaration of intention to become a
lawful permanent resident and then a
citizen when eligible; or
A lawful permanent resident who is
seeking citizenship as outlined in 8 U.S.C.
1324b(a)(3)(B). 
 Some federal judges, particularly in the
northeast, will hire non-U.S. citizens as
volunteer clerks. Check
www.oscar.uscourts.gov and search for
these judges.
Details can be found on OSCAR:
https://oscar.uscourts.gov/citizenship_r
equirements

For a paid federal clerkship in the continental
U.S., the graduate must be either:

The citizenship requirements vary by state

As a general matter, individuals usually do not
need U.S. citizenship. However, non-citizens
may encounter visa issues.

Federal and state courts have different citizenship
requirements for clerkships

Federal clerkships State Clerkships
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https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title8-section1408&num=0&edition=prelim
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https://oscar.uscourts.gov/citizenship_requirements


Clerkship
Applications
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When judges offer multiple application methods on

OSCAR or in a posting, please note which method is

listed as “recommended,” as this is generally the

best method to use for each judge. Do not send

duplicate applications to a judge unless he/she

specifically requests it. 

Clerkship application tips

Applicants are ultimately responsible for their own
applications. It is your job as an applicant to

provide the correct information to the Center for
Public Service, including the correct address,
application documents, and deadlines. If you

contact the Center for Public Service and do not
receive a response within 48–72 hours, please

follow up with us.

Maintain an application spreadsheet, tracking each

judge’s address, a contact phone number for the

court, any special application requirements,

application deadlines, preferred application methods,

and other relevant information.
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 Students graduation in 2024 will gain access to

OSCAR January 9, 2023. Students can apply at

this time; however, the system will store these

applications and release them to judges in June

of that year.

Please allow at least two business days for

processing time once your application batch is

received. Application batches of more than 10

may require additional processing time.

In the event that an application has an imminent

deadline, please email the urgent packet to

both Dean Sheffey and Georgette Thinn and

note the upcoming deadline. It is a best practice

to mark these emails as “High Importance.”

Once an applicant creates an account, the

applicant will build an application for each judge to

whom the applicant wishes to apply. For questions

about OSCAR, please check the Resources tab after

you log in to your account. There are many useful

videos on OSCAR explaining effective use of the

system.

o Recommenders receive an email from OSCAR

alerting them to new recommendation requests. If

you have an imminent application deadline, please

make sure your recommenders and/or the Center

for Public Service are aware of the deadline to

ensure your recommendation letters are submitted

on time.

To submit applications outside of OSCAR, the

Center for Public Service can coordinate sending

your application packet and recommendation

letters.

It is a best practice to add Bookmarks to the PDF

document so that judges and clerks can easily

navigate between each section of your PDF.

Please view your Adobe Acrobat Help section if

you have questions about how to add bookmarks

to a document.

When naming your PDF applications, please

remember to include your name and the

judge’s name, such as

JudgeDoeApplication_J.Smith.pdf.

Please email your PDF application packet(s)

to lawclerkships@emory.edu.

 In the body of the email, please let us know

which of your recommendation letters should be

included with your packet(s) and be sure to list

the email address(es) to which we need to

submit the finalized application.

Students should submit each clerkship application

as a single PDF. The PDF should be organized

exactly as you wish the packet to be viewed when

sent.

Application Process

By email

Please email your packets to

lawclerkships@emory.edu.

In the body of the email, please identify which of

your recommendation letters should be included

and any special instructions for this application.

Students should submit each clerkship application

as a single PDF. The PDF should be organized

exactly as you wish the packet to be printed and

sent.

By mailOSCAR applications
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Cover letters- the opening

It is preferable to put it to the left margin in the same font as the rest of the letter. This

makes it easy for the judge to contact you for an interview or offer!

Examples: 

Dear Justice McMillian: 

Dear Judge Grimberg: 

If a judge is the chief judge/justice of the court, you also may address him/her as:

Dear Chief Justice Boggs:

Your contact information: 

Include your contact information (name, mailing address, Emory email, and telephone

number) at the top of the letter.

Date you submit the application: 

Use the format July 20, 2023.

The Judge or Justice’s name and full mailing address. Below is an example of the

judge or justice’s address block:
           The Honorable Sarah Hawkins Warren
           Supreme Court of Georgia
           Nathan Deal Judicial Center
           330 Capitol Avenue, S.E.
            1st Floor, Suite 1100
            Atlanta, Georgia 30334 

If you are sending the application by email, you may add the email address just above the

name.

Salutation: 

Note that judges on any Supreme Court are called Justice, while judges on other courts are

called Judge.

 

The following are guidelines and suggestions for cover letters to judges or justices to apply for summer
internships, academic year externships, and postgraduate clerkships. Your cover letter should be short, concise,
and error free. This is your first writing sample to the judge. As with other cover letters, limit it to a single page.
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Cover letters- the body
We recommend that you not simply restate information that is readily available on your resume or

transcript. Instead, consider synthesizing relevant information. You can send a transmittal letter,

which essentially says who you are and what you are applying for, and what you are enclosing.

Most students will write more than that and we recommend that you are thoughtful about what

you include. Keep in mind the cover letter is essentially your first writing sample, so spend time on

it. Ensure that there are no spelling or grammatical errors. Form and format matter. A single error

can result in your application not moving forward. 

Cover letters are unique to the applicant but below are some things to consider:

Opening sentence/paragraph:

Example: I am a first-year student at Emory University School of Law and am writing to apply for a

clerkship with you beginning in summer of 2023. Then state why you are interested in this judge or

this court or this geographic area. This may include a geographic connection to the area (college,

where you grew up, family, desire to practice there after graduation), a particular reason you want

to work at this level of court (federal or state, trial or appellate, etc.) or a direct connection to the

judge (which is rare). Be very careful not to overdo stating a connection. Above all else, be honest

and true to who you are. If you don’t have a connection, don’t force something. 
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Cover letters- the body

 

Central paragraphs:

Some things you may consider for the body of the letter (no one can cover all of these):

     i. Why do you want this clerkship?

     ii. What is your desired practice area, if you know, and how might this fit with that?

     iii. Considering that the work of a clerk is mainly legal research, analysis and writing, do you have      

     a passion for that kind of work? Do you have relevant experience (classes, legal or non-legal  

     work, other degrees, etc.)? If so, express that persuasively. Synthesize it; don’t restate what is    

     already in the rest of your application.

     iv. When possible, demonstrate enthusiasm for the position!

     v. Work ethic: Judges want clerks who work well independently and as part of a team. What 

     experience (legal or non-legal) do you have that demonstrates this?

     vi. Avoid acronyms that may not be obvious. Avoid legalese. This is a formal letter, but it should 

     not be stilted.

We recommend you focus the first major paragraph on research, analyses, and writing. This should

focus on your experience and interest in legal research and writing, but you may include non-legal

experience as well. The next paragraph could focus on work ethic and public service. For both of

these paragraphs, start with strong, persuasive topic sentences and support them with specifics.

Closing paragraph: 

Say what you are enclosing. This should be everything that was specified in the job posting or what

the chambers has requested when you contacted them. Also thank them for considering your

application.

Example: Enclosed are my resume, law school transcript, an unedited writing sample, and a list of

three references {or the letters of recommendation}. Thank you for considering my application. I

look forward to hearing from you and the possibility of an interview.

Signature block: 

Sincerely,

Your name (first name, middle initial, last name) 

Enclosures

Note: Please send a draft cover letter to Dean Sheffey, rsheffey@emory.edu for review and

comment. 
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Resume

 

The following are guidelines and suggestions for resumes to judges or justices to apply for
summer internships, academic year externships, and postgraduate clerkships.

Standard Emory Law resume format (see Career Strategy Guide): one page with normal font
size; list education and experience in reverse chronological order; emphasize research and
writing experience and legal work experience.
Law review or moot court if applicable, pro bono experience, research positions, internships,
etc. Include GPA and class rank if applicable. Include community service or interests and
activities that help give the judge a sense of the applicant as a person
An Interests & Activities section at the end is very useful in making a connection with many
judges and their clerks; Include any honors, awards, or leadership positions

Transcripts
You will likely need both your law school transcript and your undergraduate transcript. If you have
another graduate degree, you may also want to enclose that transcript.

Writing Sample
1–2 writing samples, depending on the judge
Judges may specify the length in the job posting. If not, 10–15 double-spaced pages is appropriate.
The sample should be your own work product. Some judges require that it be solely your work
product. It cannot be co-written or substantially edited by law review staff members or employers.
Attach a cover sheet explaining: Sample’s original purpose (e.g., legal writing class assignment;
moot court brief; an internal memorandum for an employer; a court pleading), when and for whom
the sample was written and the extent of editing by any third party If the sample is an excerpt.
 If you shortened a document to create the writing sample, specify the nature of the larger
document and the parts omitted.
Examples of appropriate writing samples: Law review article, moot court brief, paper written for a
law school course, memorandum for a summer clerkship, opinion and order written during a judicial
internship or externship. 
If you are using work written for an employer, you must have the employer’s permission, you must
take steps to keep client information confidential, and identify what those steps were.
Do not use a document filed in a case currently pending before the court in which the clerkship is
sought.
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Submitting letters: 
Absent an imminent deadline, do not submit your application packet before
confirming the Center for Public Service has received your recommendation letters.
Recommenders can send their letters to lawclerkships@emory.edu; the Center for
Public Service will facilitate uploading letters to OSCAR and sending
recommendations for applications sent via mail and email. Communicate with your
recommender prior to submitting an application so you know how they plan to send
their recommendation and include those details in your cover letter.

The student is responsible for obtaining the requisite letters of recommendation. Many
judges require three letters. These should come from lawyers/ judges who know you and
your work well. Commonly, an applicant will obtain letters from two law faculty members
and one internship or externship supervisor. Professors from whom you took multiple classes
or a class and served as your comment advisor, etc. may be best because they likely know
you very well. If you interned or externed for a federal judge, please be aware that most of
them do not write letters of recommendation based on interpretation of the canons of
judicial ethics. Law clerks and staff attorneys may or may not write letters of
recommendation. 
In asking anyone for a letter, it is a best practice to schedule an in-person  or zoom meeting
or telephone conversation. Update them on your plans and ask their advice before asking
them to write a letter. We have guidance for potential recommenders who may have
questions about what to include. Recommenders typically want their letters kept
confidential and we ask that they email the letters to lawclerkships@emory.edu.

Letters of
Recommendation

List of References
Judges may ask for a list of references in lieu of letters of recommendation. In this case,
you should compile a list of references that fit the same guidelines as those you would
choose to write a letter of recommendation.
If a judge is asking for a reference list in addition to letters of recommendation, you can
provide the judge with a list of references different from those who wrote your letters of
recommendation.
Create a single sheet with your contact information at the top (resume style). For each
person listed, provide their full name, title, employer, address, email and telephone
number. It also is helpful to include  sentence stating how they know you. 
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Journal preferred

Moot court is also acceptable for

many judges

Research assistant for a professor

Leadership in an organization

Faculty

Staff

Judges (Emory Law alumni and others)

Current & Former Clerks (alumni and

others)

Classmates who have interned or

externed for judges

Bar associations. Affinity bars are very

useful for diverse candidates. 

Judicial internships and externships

Research assistant positions

Other internships and externships,

especially in litigation

getting ready
Administrative Law courses

Tax, immigration, labor,

employment, securities, antitrust

Advanced Legal Writing

Criminal Procedure/Law

Evidence

Federal Courts/Jurisdiction

Other for specialty courts

Bankruptcy, patent/trademark,

international, tax, family law

Property

Substantive law courses relevant for

State Courts

Trial Advocacy

Constitutional Law

What courses should I take? Who do I network with?

What kinds of work
experience should I get?

Attend programs and events for

people in the legal field

Join affinity groups

Join state and local bar associations

Join Inns of Court (e.g., Judge

Clarence Cooper Inn of Court)

Do research for a professor

Ask friends, family, and alumni if they

have contacts

Search on LinkedIn and Google

How do I network?

What extracurriculars
should I be involved in?

Research judges
Library research guide

Internet research
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Interviews
Seek guidance from the Center for Public

Service

Notify your recommenders about the interview

Research the district, the court, and the judge

Be familiar with recent/noteworthy cases

from the judge’s court

Be familiar with the judge’s opinions,

dissents, and personal history

Schedule a mock interview with the Career

Center through Symplicity

Speak to the judge’s former law clerks for

advice

Prepare questions for the judge/staff: For

example, questions about the scope of the

judicial clerk’s responsibilities, working

conditions, the nature of the docket, and how

responsibilities are delegated

If you are offered an interview, the judge
knows you’ll be a good clerk and is now
looking to see if you will fit in with their
chambers.

How do I prepare for the interview?

What are some typical questions they may ask?

• Why do you want to clerk?     • What ties, if any, do you have to the area?     • Why do you want to clerk on this
court?     • What are your career plans for after the clerkship?     • Where geographically do you plan to
practice?     • What do you wish to learn from this clerkship?     • What type of law interests you the most?     •
What type of research and writing skills have you developed in your prior work experiences and law school?     •
How do you handle constructive criticism?     • How do you handle time management?     • Tell me about a time
where you had to juggle many responsibilities and were under pressure to meet a deadline.     • Why did you
apply for law school?            • What have been your most and least favorite law school courses?     • Describe
your previous work experience and what you liked most or least about each position?     • What are your views
on [ANY] topic? (For example, may be a legal issue, a news item or politics)     • What is your most or least
favorite Supreme Court opinion?     • Who is your favorite Supreme Court justice and why?     • If I ask you as a
law clerk to write up a decision in a particular way and you disagree with the outcome, what will you do?     •
Judges usually don't quiz candidates on substantive law, but be prepared to discuss legal issues, especially
those written about in your law review note, writing sample: you may be asked for your favorite class/area of
law or legal issues you feel strongly about.

How long will the interview be?
Anywhere from a few minutes to several hours or

longer.

Is there anything I should know about
interviewing with the current clerks and
assistants?

Keep it formal—it is still an interview

Have questions prepared

Be conversational and enthusiastic

Assume that everyone in chambers with

whom you interact will have a voice in who

the judge hires.

What do I do after the interview?
Send a formal thank you note to the judge,

each clerk, and the judicial assistant after the

interview

Thank-you emails are also advisable, but

should not take the place of handwritten

notes.

Will I be reimbursed for my travel
expenses?

Unfortunately, no
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Offer and Acceptance
You may be offered the position quickly (1–2 days, or even on the spot), or it may take longer
depending on the judge's other interviews.
Judges and Emory Law expect that an offer will be accepted.

Most judges expect an answer on the spot, but may give 24–48 hours
You should cancel other interviews and withdraw applications
Judges are offended if you try and wait for the “best” clerkship, do not ask for an extension
of time to respond to an offer absent extenuating circumstances. Consult Dean Sheffey
first. 

If after interviewing, you do not think you would accept an offer from that judge, contact Dean
Sheffey asap

 Consider where and for whom you are willing to clerk BEFORE applying.
Notify your recommenders and the Center for Public Service know of your acceptance
Celebrate!
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Emory Law Center for

Public Service

lawclerkships@emory.edu

Gambrell Hall Suite G101

Resources
Library Guide: https://guide.library.law.emory.edu/researchingjudges

Almanac of the Federal Judiciary (information about federal judges)

(on Lexis and Westlaw)

Court websites

Google (yes, Google, for various general information about judges)

OSCAR: federal clerkship database, www.oscar.uscourts.gov

Symplicity: employment and resource database

Vermont Guide to State Court Clerkships,

www.vermontlaw.edu/careers/judicial-clerkship-guide (username american

password ash) (login confidential)

Dunnewold, Mary L, Honetschlager, Tofte. Judicial Clerkships: A Practical

Guide. Durham: Carolina Academic Press, 2010 (copy in Center for Public

Service)

Sheppard, Jennifer L. In Chambers: A Guide for Judicial Clerks and Externs.

Frederik: Wolters Kluwer, 2012 (copy in Center for Public Service).

Strauss, Debra M. Behind the Bench: The Guide to Judicial Clerkships. St.

Paul: West Publishing, 2017 (copies in Center for Public Service).

Barton, Jill. So Ordered: The Writer’s Guide for Aspiring Judges, Judicial Clerks,

and Interns, 2017 (copy in Center for Public Service)

Law Clerk Handbook: A Handbook for Law Clerks to Federal Judges, 3d ed.

2017 (Available online through HeinOnline)

Extensive e-book for federal law clerks published by Federal Judicial Center

Assistant Dean for Public Service 

Rita A. Sheffey 

Rita.sheffey@emory.edu 

(404) 727-3838 direct 

(404) 314-1410 cell

Program Coordinator

Georgette M.C. Thinn

gthinn@emory.edu 

(404) 727-3349 direct 
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